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The Wise Times
We like it, we love it, we want more of it! 
Summer program highlights 

Chalutzim

Chalutzim, you may be the youngest 
village, but that does not stop you from 
knowing exactly how to have a great time.  
From day trips to Pioneer Waterland,  
to the most fun free-swims in the whole 
camp, you were the village that really 
rocks!  You got retro first session with 
“Super Mario Night,” and smart with 
“Night at the Museum.” You had a chance 
second session to celebrate Kenny’s 15th 
during “Kenny’s Quinceanera” and used 
your imagination during “Mythical 
Creatures Night.” You cheered each other 
on during all-camp talent shows (“she/
he’s in my cabin”), hung out with your 
buddies in Solel, and sang along during 
song sessions. It was a good year to be  
a Chalutzimer!

Chalutzim girls enjoy some free swim  
with staffer Sophie Mennall

Sam Berkson and Grant Bulmash 
take aim in battleball

In 1986 Swedish rock band, Europe, released The Final Countdown, a single that would not only change the face of movie montages 
forever, but that also became the Camp Wise 2014 theme song. In the song lyrics it poses the question, “Will things ever be the same 
again?” We’re not sure, but given how amazing the summer was…we hope so!

Summer 2014 at Camp Wise was the perfect storm. Everything was in its right place—and the Camp Wise campers and staff had  
a blast! Days were spent  on the fields playing sports, high in the trees on the ropes course (and lily pads), screaming through the 
lake on water skis and tubes, broadcasting with Karl over the radio, and doing so many other amazing activities. When the sun  
went down you could find us hangin’ by the fire, roasting up s’mores, camping in the woods, having a late-night zipline run, or even 
sneaking into the kitchen! We had gaga in the village, costumes at lunch, and Shabbat-o-Grams to share the love with one another  
every week! From not dropping microphones, to Wise(ing) Up (or you’re going down), it turned out to be quite a summer!  
Here are some village highlights:

continued on page 2

Noar
N-O-A-R that’s the village that you are. 
You are the oldest village at camp a lot 
of the time, and you knew how to show 
it! Cheering in the Chadar, singing the 
words to songs other campers haven’t 
learned yet, you were able to lead camp!  
That is, of course, except when you leave. 
This year you got to make the journey 
to Allegheny—flowing river or flat water, 
Grandpa Dave or Luke strumming the 
guitar, sunny skies or a “little” rain—you 
braved the wilds and came back to camp 
smiling!  There was also that one time you 
went to Cedar Point! And of course how 
can we forget the first ever…Sadnat Noar! 
From Camp Wise Informational Videos, to 
a Saturday race, to a new hang out spot 
behind N-2, you guys paved the way for 
the future! Thanks Noar!

Ohalim
O-oh-baby-ha! Ohalim, you had an amazing 
summer this past year!  From the cabins,  
to the moadone, to the hill, you found 
something to do everywhere. Cheering in 
the Chadar during meals, supporting each 
other in all-camp productions of The Wizard 
of Oz and Joseph, joining Moth Club, and 
cheering for the Americans when they won 
the 4th of July soccer game, you always 
knew what was going on, and how to be at 
the center of the action. First Session you 
got to lead your counselors around on a 
leash during “Dog Show,” and Second 
Session you got to taste an age-old 
“Oregon Mash” recipe during “Lumberjack 
Night.” Your trips to Wildwater Kingdom 
were always a blast, and there always 
seemed to be a prank happening in 
Ohalim. Music blasting, flaps-up, chillin’ by 
the fire-pit, its always good to be in Ohalim!

Noar boys Sam Richards, Noah Shore and 
Ben Eisenberg enjoy village time
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around the campfire with Sean

As adults, when we are given a choice of 
which task to complete first, it allows us to 
feel more committed to that choice. Both 
our attention span and our desire to 
complete that task are greater. 

This same phenomenon occurs at camp. 
The opportunity for campers to make  
their own choices at camp offers them  
the opportunity to grow cognitively, 
emotionally, and socially. Campers become 
more committed to their tasks and strive to 
be successful. When choices are available, 
within realistic limits, we are allowing 
campers a chance to practice and learn the 
skills of independence, responsibility, and 
problem solving. At camp we offer the 
support, time, and the influence of positive 

staff members to help them 
begin to master these skills. 

We firmly believe that the 
opportunity to make choices 
at camp helps campers 
develop a stronger sense of 
self.  In Noar our campers 
want to have a say in 
determining their daily 
activities. By giving them 
choices within the Sadnat 
program or allowing them 
to participate in multiple 
chofesh activities, we are 
allowing them to have 
power over their daily 
activities. If we give them 

these choices and they feel in control of 
their daily life, they won’t have the need to 
break rules or use that power to negatively 
impact the program and other campers. 
When we respect their opinions and 
choices, we find that the campers begin  
to respect others’ as well.  

It’s important for campers to understand 
that the decisions they make during the 
summer can come with consequences. 
Some choices will benefit the camper, while 
others will be seen as mistakes. By having 
our staff members work through those 
choices with the campers they begin to see 
that even when they make a poor decision, 
they have the opportunity to understand it, 
rethink it, and make a different choice the 
next time. We see this happen a lot at night 

with our Solel campers. They tend to think 
that they have the ability to stay up late 
and don’t realize that it might affect their 
energy the next day. If you’ve ever seen the 
face of a Solel camper at breakfast then 
you know what I’m talking about. 

With our younger campers in Chalutzim,  
we offer choice to help promote creativity 
and to encourage them to start thinking for 
themselves. This is most apparent in the 
bedtime rituals that their cabins create. This 
is the time of the day that young campers 
often need to be reminded to brush their 
teeth, shower, and get into pj’s. By allowing 
them to create their own rituals which could 
include telling stories of the day or singing 
songs, they have started down the path of 
independence at camp. 

By offering choices to our campers we are 
allowing them to make meaningful choices 
within the walls of what is acceptable at 
camp. Our staff members still have the 
ability to limit choices in the best interest  
of our campers and can help them make a 
difficult choice. Campers are leaving Wise 
with necessary life skills that they can use at 
home and at school with their friends and 
family.

Sean Morgan

The Power of Choice

Our fearless leader, Sean Morgan sharing the 
“Morning Sports Report”

Solel girls show off their patriotic spirit  
on July 4th

Solel
Solel, so what? So what if your leader 
looked like a Chalutzim camper…you still 
had an amazing time! First session you got 
to blow glass in Toledo, eat chocolate at 
Hershey Park, and paddle down the New 
River as country roads took you to West 
Virginia! Second session you took a trip 
to Niagara Falls, and went down to West 

Summer program highlights, continued from page 1

Virginia for some mud, some rafting, and 
a whole lot of fun! Everyone spent some 
time chillin’ on the deck, fostering old 
friendships, and making new friendships 
that will last for years to come. You took 
full advantage of the opportunities you 
had this summer—and made the summer 
a memory that will last a lifetime.  

The group at the annual Women’s Retreat 
enjoyed all of the activities camp has to  
offer and more

Multiple generations enjoy camp and each other at Family Camp

Participants of Camp Chai proudly smile and show off their 
tie dye shirts

Camp isn’t just for kids
All the fun and excitement of Camp Wise is not just for kids!  In addition to the summer camp program at Camp Wise,  
we offer several programs to get everyone involved. For more information on any of the following programs or to  
register call (216) 593-6250.

Bring your whole  
Family along!
Many families came out this past summer for 
Camp Wise Family Camp 2014!  It was the 
perfect way to spend time with the whole 
family…we even had a family that spanned 
three generation! Families had a chance 
to try camp activities like boating, zip line, 
archery, tower, giant swing, jet skiing, and 
tie dying. Some time was spent as a family, 
while other times CW staff hung out with 
the kids while parents had a chance to 
relax. With Shabbat, s’mores, and even a 
talent show there was truly something for 
everyone. 

Just for the ladies…
Life can be tiring and busy...come relax at Women’s Weekend! This past year over  
30 women from different generations came out to enjoy one another’s company!  
Next summer you can spend your weekend trying every activity camp has to offer,  
or you can spend it relaxing by the pool enjoying your favorite book. It’s finally  
your weekend, make it what you want! With bonuses like health-conscious meals  
and indulgences like hour-long massages, Women’s Weekend is the perfect gift  
for the women you love in your life…including yourself!

Camp is for everyone!
We believe that camp is something that everyone deserves to 
experience. With this mission in mind, Camp Wise is proud to offer 
Camp Chai, a taste of camp for adults with disabilities. Adults who 
require varied levels of support come to camp with a dedicated group of 
camp staff and experience all the fun activities and programs that camp 
has to offer. The group does arts and crafts, swimming, the climbing 
tower, lake activities, sports, camp fires, and so much more during their 
visit. It is a special experience for participants and staff alike. 
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“You’re the best, around!” 
the 2014 staff scholarship winners
This past summer Camp Wise staff had many ways to recognize one another’s accomplishments. They could submit a written “Values Slip” (a slip of paper on which staff can recognize one another for exemplify one of our Six Jewish Core Values) to be read aloud at an all-staff meeting; they could enter another staff member into the “Fishbowl” drawing—a raffle for staff who have done well in the eyes of their peers, where they can win prizes and get recognized in-front of the whole camp; and finally they could nominate one another for Staff Scholarship. Staff Scholarship is the highest honor a Camp Wise staff member can receive.  It stems from a nomination by any staff member, and then five winners are selected by a committee of past winners. Money for the scholarship is raised through a Staff Auction during our Staff Banquet held after the kids have left on the last day of camp.

This year’s recipients were: David Sebo, Richard Reback, Isaac Cadesky, Jake Simon, and Sophie Mennell. A sixth portion of the proceeds was donated to Camper Scholarships. 

David Sebo is currently a 
Sophomore at Ohio University 
studying Visual Communication.  
David has been an indispensable 
staff member in the Chalutzim 
village for several summers. This 
past summer was David’s eighth 
summer at Camp Wise and his 
second as an Arts and Crafts 
specialist. This past summer he 
was honored as a Captain of the 
Blue Planets team for Session I’s Outer Space Maccabiah, and a Judge for Session II’s SpongeBob Maccabiah. 

A born and bred Londoner, 
Richard Reback is in his second 
year studying English Literature 
at The University of Bristol. 2014 
was his first summer at Camp 
Wise but he immediately made 
camp his second home. Some 
of Richard’s camp highlights 
included ‘starring’ as a munchkin 
alongside his campers in the 
All-Camp production of “The 
Wizard of Oz” and celebrating his second “Bar Mitzvah” Crazy Go Nuts style. Richard made a lifelong bond with the Bunion Brotherhood of O4 and the crazy O-Five guys. Camp Wise gave Richard the best time of his life and touched him in a way he will never forget.

Isaac Cadesky is a junior at 
The Ohio State University 
where he is studying 
Business Administration with 
specializations in Marketing 
and Logistics. 2014 marked 
Isaac’s ninth summer at Camp 
Wise and he was honored as a 
Maccabiah captain, something 
he had dreamed of doing ever 
since his first summer at camp.  
Isaac loves playing sports and euchre in the middle of the village, but he will tell you that his favorite memories at camp simply involve hanging out with familiar faces and meeting new campers and staff. Camp Wise holds a special place in Isaac’s heart and he thanks his counselors for the way they shaped him into a respectful, confident, and friendly young adult.  

Sophie Mennell returned for her 
second summer in 2014 to work 
at the self-proclaimed “coolest 
place at camp” - the lake! She 
comes from England and is 
completing her final year studying 
Physiotherapy in Manchester. 
Besides wakeboarding at the 
lake, Sophie loves participating 
in Maccabiah. In general Sophie 
loves camp for the constant 
singing and cheering, and is always seen broadcasting a smile of friendliness no matter where she goes. Sophie is a role model to younger staff and a great friend to the campers in  her cabins.

Jake Simon celebrated his 
ninth summer at the Home of 
Happiness in style as a judge 
for Outer Space Maccabiah! 
Jake is a sophomore at Ohio 
University where he studies 
communications and is a 
member of the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity. Even though 
baseball is not a regular activity 
at CW, Jake makes sure that 
we all get excited about our morning baseball sports updates…doo doo doo…doo…doo…doo – SPORTS! Jake made clearing the tables at the end of meals fun for his cabin, with the sweet sounds of The Final Countdown playing in the background.
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If you want to recognize our staff, please see the attached envelope to donate to the I      CW Staff fund. You can also choose to join our staff in donating to Camper Scholarship.

Scholarships: The staff chose to divide the auction proceeds six ways, with the sixth portion donated on behalf  of the 2014 staff to Camper Scholarship. This is one way the camp staff chose to “Live Wise” again this summer.

“…take it home,  
and share it with a friend.”

Alumni of Camp Wise share something that goes beyond close quarters in the summer, and singing around square folding tables at meals. 
Although alums’ time spent at camp may be distanced years apart, they are able to sew their lives with the thread of a common experience. 
Camp Wise helps us inform ourselves of who we truly are long before we are cognitively or emotionally mature enough to be true to who 
we want to be. Years later we look back at our summers at camp and realize their profound impact on the people we have become. It is at 
that moment of reflection that we are able to express gratitude for the people who helped shape our lives, and thank the community that 
made us feel a part of something much larger than ourselves.  

We hope to continue to share stories, written by Alumni new and old, who wish to express the impact of their summers at the home 
of happiness. We invite our community at large to share their stories with us (details below) to continue a tradition of intergenerational 
thanksgiving.

“Camp Artifacts…”
Megan Garret is a Camp Wise staff member three years removed 
from her summers at camp. Megan was a camper, counselor, 
and Chalutzim Girls supervisor. Megan now works for the Indiana 
University Hillel where she helps students engage in fun and 
exciting Jewish programing throughout the year. Megan recently 
reconnected with Camp Wise when she helped reach out to the 
Indianapolis community. The following are some of her thoughts 
about camp: 

After seven summers at Camp Wise, it’s easy to mesh it all into  
one happy, summer memory.  When someone says “Camp Wise,” 
I see a blur of bright sunshine on the Ohalim rec field, songs and 
swaying on benches in the Chadar, laughter in the cabins, and 
buffoonery in the staff lounge.  

It’s my third year away from camp and at first glance it seems 
as though I have been left with only memories and t-shirts.  
Every Camp Wiser accumulates a ton of camp “artifacts—“ 
tie-dyes, bracelets, stickers, magnets, maybe even a crazy 
creek that serve as badges of honor.  Nowadays, I’ve found 
these “trophies” have become more than objects—they 
have become physical reminders that break down my 
meshed memory. For instance, when I moved into my 
new apartment, I hung my “Live Wise” magnet and was 
reminded about the recycling huts we built my SIT summer. 
The magnet reminds me to live wise, participate in tikkun 
olam and give tzedakah. 

Each time I notice the CW sticker on my laptop, I think of 
something different – a song, a person, or a funny story. 
Although the sticker has faded, the memories have not 
because it reminds me to play “Save Tonight,” call my 
best camp friend, Erin, or tell those around me about 
hilarious camp traditions like smearing food on our 
Camp Director’s face during A-N-N-O-U-N-C-E-M-E-N-
T-S. Each object unravels many stories, each  
of which add to my day-to-day life.

A few weeks ago I met Jack, a staff member who had just completed 
his first summer at camp.  We met up on our way to represent Camp 
Wise at an event at the Indy JCC. We realized we both had on our 
staff bracelets—small pieces of rope from the ropes course melted 
together around our wrists.  Mine, a few years old, was just as 
vibrant and strong as his. The sturdy rope was a constant reminder 
for both of us of the lasting happiness that is camp. When he told 
me about his incredible summer, his co-counselors, and campers,  
I felt as if I was there walking through Ohalim with him.

After seven summers, I carry the ways Camp Wise has impacted  
me on my sleeve – literally and figuratively. I always thought the 
“Home of Happiness” meant being at camp, but when I remind 
myself of the little things camp has given me, it brings happiness 
into my home. 

Megan Garrett, far left, helps promote Camp Wise at an event at JCC 

Indianapolis along with Lissy Collin, Nicole Krasnow and Jack Jacobs

The next “take it home” should be written by you! Give us a call at  
216-593-6250 or send us an email to wisekids@mandeljcc.org to share stories!
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A very special “Todah Rabah” to all of our  
most recent Camp Wise donors!
We are honored to recognize the families, individuals and groups who have chosen to make thoughtful and generous contributions to  
Camp Wise. Please let us know if your name was inadvertently left off of this list.

“You can’t return you can only look…”     
  We’ll, maybe you can return.

It’s dark—yet the senses are full. Eyes are 
fixated on familiar faces illuminated by the 
flicker of the campfire, the moon, the stars, 
and the quietly buzzing light way over across 
the road on the way to the Chadar. The 
scent of burning pine is thick and strong 
with memory. The sounds fluctuate from 
mellow—the gentle picking of a guitar or 
mandolin, a whisper of a close friend—to 
intense: the roar of a song session, the 
broadcasting of a “Stay on the Sunnyside” 
joke, the sound of unstoppable laughter.  
As decades of Alumni gathered around 
campfires, Chadar tables, and fields this 
past Labor Day weekend; Alumni Camp 
transformed from a time to collect around 
old memories, into a time where new 
memories were created to fuel the undying 
need for Camp.

This past Labor Day weekend 45 
Alumni gathered at Camp Wise for 
the First Annual Camp Wise Alumni 
Camp.  From Friday afternoon, until 
Sunday morning Alumni exchanged 
the hustle and concerns of their day-
to-day lives for the unencumbered joy 
and freedom that is found at Camp. 
Generations from the ‘70s through 
the ‘00s were represented for the 
weekend, and an even wider array of  
ex-campers and staff showed up for 
an Open House on Sunday morning. 

Even past Camp Director Jon Rubenstein 
and his daughter stopped by to say hello!  

The weekend began with introductions,  
and quickly followed the sound of the guitar 
down to the Chapel for Camp Wise Friday 
night Shabbat services.  After a Friday night 
dinner Alumni from different generations 
led one another in rowdy renditions of Spirit 
Circle classics. The whole crowd moved out 
to the Chalutzim fire pit and proceeded to 
sing songs, shoot the breeze, and enjoy 
each other’s company until the wee hours 
of the morning. It was like a “best-of” 
combination of camp—the carelessness 
of being a camper, the freedom of being 
a staff member, the life-long bonds of 
being an Alumni. All of the fun; none of the 
boundaries.

The next morning started off with a floating 
breakfast, and launched into a variety of 
morning activities. Many headed to the 
ropes course to zip down the zipline.  
Others made their way to the lake to canoe, 
kayak, and SUPboard. Some headed to 
the Art Shack for a morning of crafts and 
tie-dye. At lunch it was time for Toasted 
Cheese (a Camp Wise classic), and of course 
a Saturday Pop Wave!  The afternoon kept it 
mellow with lots of time by the pool, a game 
of Ultimate Frisbee, and plenty of Euchre.  
Dinner and a quick “Great Race” wound 
down into a candle lit Havdallah by the 
campfire—and a second night of the perfect 
campfire.

Labor Day weekend’s First Annual Alumni 
Camp was the start of tradition that many 
will hold as sacred for years to come. It was 
an incredible success, and it only has the 
potential to grow sweeter as the tradition 
progresses. It’s a yearly ritual that can bring 
you back to simpler times and help renew 
your present spirit. So make sure to 
leave your Labor Day weekend 
(Friday-Sunday) open in 2015, 
and get ready to return to your 
“Home of Happiness.” That is, of 
course if you graduated high school before 
the year of 2010—and if not, keep counting 
down the years, because your time is soon 
to come. 

The Alumni group assembled Sunday 
morning outside the Chadar

Adam Josephson, hanging out with some of his Solel buddies in 2002. (Adam is second from the left)

Why I give…
Without Camp Wise Camper Scholarships, 
my experience as a camper would not have 
been as rewarding. Camper Scholarships 
provided my best friends the opportunity 
to spend summers at Camp, and without 
others’ generosity I may not have ever 
crossed paths with those people who are  
so important to me now.

The friendships established at Camp 
Wise have now lasted over 15 years, and 
I cannot be grateful enough to those who 
donated to Camper Scholarships when I 
was a child. The benefits of donating to 
Camper Scholarships are felt by all in the 
Camp Wise community, not just the families 

that need the financial assistance. 
Scholarships gave me the chance 
to grow personally and socially as I 
developed deep relationships with 
campers whose life experiences 
were different than my own.

I donate to Camper Scholarships 
to give as many kids as possible 
additional opportunities to grow.  
I donate to include as many 
as possible in the Camp Wise 
community. I donate to give all 
campers the best summers of 
their lives.

-Adam Josephson, Solel 2002

We each have our own reason to donate to camp. Please see the attached envelope  
to make a gift.

Scholarship
Anonymous 

Matthew Braman

Zoe Drasner

John D. & Margaret Y. 
Garson Philanthropic Fund

Shira & Rob Goldberg

Dr. & Mrs. Ronald Golovan

Adam Josephson

Dolores & James Kleinman

Pam & Matt Kurtzman

John Lang

Marlene Leitson

Nancy & Adam Levin

Robin Levine & Michael 
Cassity

Darby & Jon Miller-Steiger

Mat Napchen

Jennie Post

Elizabeth & Bradley 
Sherman Family

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Schwartz

Eileen & Bob Sill

David & Robert Stein Family 
Foundation

Marci & Daniel Ungar 
Philanthropic Fund of the 
Toledo Jewish Community 
Foundation

 
 

In Memory of Neal Brown

Ellen Axelbaum & Gerald 
Schapiro

Jaosn Benkendorf

Ann Bennett

Elinor & Howard Bernstein

Jeff Bicher

Tammy & Moshe Bilitzky

Naomi, Tamara, & Eliana 
Brown

David Cohen 

Jeanna Corwin

Monica Davis

Deborah & Marshall Skolnick 
Einhorn

Amy & Eric Fingerhut

Jonah Geller

Shira & Rob Goldberg

Susan Kurtz

Debi & David Leekoff

Jay Lewis

David Raphael

Melinda Roth

Stephanie Rotsky 

The SIC Family

Amy & Matt Simmerson

Carol & Irving Smokler

Avivia Snyder

Abigail Sterne

Lori & Ralph Taber

Jennifer Zwilling

In Memory of Julia Berger

Michael J. Shapiro

The 56th Anniversary of 
Pearl & Howard Gardner

Marilyn & Michael Gardner

In Honor of Zoe Drasner 
Becoming a Bat-Mitzvah

Karil Bialostovsky & Steve 
Dettelbach

Cheryl & Alec Isaacson

Cathy Bolek & Gary Levin

Rachel & Jonathan Mester

Tammy & Lou Powers

Linda & Lawrence Rich

Nancy Weinberger-Honig & 
Doug Honig 

In Honor of Mildred 
Mandel’s 90th Birthday

Harriet Mandel

In Honor of Delaney Eisen 
Becoming a Bat-Mitzvah

Greta Bauer

In Honor of the Wedding of 
Sean & Jenny Morgan

Lauren & Yael Levy

Edie Ungar-Shafron & Steve 
Shafron

In Memory of Gail Levine 

Stephanie Rotsky

In Honor of Sara Chinsky

Lisa Chinsky

In Honor of David Orlean

Penny & David Strauss

In Memory of Claire Poll

Dr. & Mrs. Jerold Altman

Regan Anthony

Marla & David Berns

Pam & Marc Bornstein

Susan & Michael Bornstein

Jill Braun

Joyce & Herb Bronstein

Marilyn Davis

Marilyn Fishman & Don Yale

First Bexley Bank

Joyce Goldstein

Norma & Murray Katcher

Beverly & John Koenigsberg

Bruce, Jeff & Jon Meyer 
Families

Paula Mittman

Teri & Harlan Myer

Jane & Steven Rabe

Julie & Eddy Rajczyk

Linda & Richard Rogovin

Phyllis Roseman

Elinor & Bob Shook

Marilyn & Marvin Thomas

Fahn & Denny Tishkoff

Lois Ungar

Elaine & Milt Weinstein

In Honor of  the Wedding 
of Jodi Sperling and Josh 
Kaplan

Mark Young

General Operations
Samantha Eisner

Kerry & Daryl Kertsz

Dr. Herman Smith Memorial 
Fund of the Jewish 
Community Federation

Staff Lounge

Ryan Lahiff

Jenny & Sean Morgan 

Julie Press

Camp Wise Infirmary
In Memory of Matt Elson

Edith Elson

Tara & Mark Howard

Robert S. & Sylvia K. 
Reitman Family Foundation

Marni & Jon Weinstock

Here is h
ow  

your gift can help:
• A gift of $150 can send a child to camp for 1 day!

•  A gift of $500 can provide us with Shabbat  
(and CW night) candles for the summer!

•  A gift of $750 can provide us with a horse for Horseback  
Riding chug for the summer!

•  A gift of $1000 can send a child to camp for 1 week!

• A gift of $1,800 helps us certify all our staff in CPR and First Aid

•  A gift of $4,000 can send a child to camp for a whole session!
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C.I.T.s (Campers-in-Training)
Camp Wise Alum Years At Camp ‘Future Camper’

Janna Rogat Dorfman 1987-1991 Ezra

Carly Kreps Day 1992-1999 Liam

Gretchen Gottlieb Melman 1984-1991, 1997 Simone

Jessie Auerbach 1989-1998 Samson

Zack Hendler 1987-1994 Cohen

Dan Reed 2009-2010 Theodore

Please let us know when any Camp Wise alumni welcome a new baby, and we’ll send them a 
Future Camper onesie.

Ezra Dorfman Liam Jefferson Day Simone MelmanLiam Jefferson Day

Samson Jake Burgoon 
Samson Jake Burgoon 

Theodore ReedCohen Patricia  Hendler

“I’m tryin’ to tell you somethin’ ‘bout my life…”
Weddings…

Lauren Friedman and Scott Greenberg

Lauren Friedman (Solel ’00) married  
Scott Greenberg on May 17. 

Abby Bruell and Joshua “Yoshi” 
Silverstein  

Abby Bruell (Solel ‘99) married fellow  
CW alum Yoshi Silverstein on June 15.

Celia Bernstein and Gene Livshin   

Celia Bernstein (Solel ‘03) married  
Gene Livshin on March 22.

Karen Zeitlin and Graham Colgan  

Karen Zeitlin (Solel ‘95) married Graham 
Colgan on July 17. 

Amy Filzer and RJ Kalk

Amy Filzer (Solel ‘95) married RJ Kalk on 
August 24. 

Jodi Sperling and Josh Kaplan

Former Camp Wise Director (2004-2011), 
Jodi Sperling married Josh Kaplan on 
September 6.

Amanda Horowitz and Adam Deal

Amanda Horowitz (Solel ’00) married 
Adam Deal on October 11. 

Marisa Feuerman and Max Resnik

Marisa Feuerman (Solel ’03) married  
Max Resnik on October 12. 

Brooke Liberman and Chip Bechtel

Camp Alumni (1987-1993) Brooke 
Liberman married Chip Bechtel on 
October 12. 

We are proud of 
you, I said we are 
proud of you…uh!
When someone at camp celebrates a 
big day we all stand on our benches 
and cheer about it! Here is a big CW 
cheer for all those campers, who with 
their families have celebrated their B’nei 
Mitzvot since our last newsletter. Please 
let us know if we’ve missed you and we’ll 
include you in our next issue.
Great Bauer
Ethan Braun
Sam Brelus
Noah Braun
Jenna Cahn
Alex Deutchman
Zoe Drasner
Rachel Galin
Abby Goldschmidt
Bryce Goodman
David Gostomelsky
Matthew 

Grunzweig
Emma Gutarts
Adam Hales
Ava Edemlan
Trudie Effron
Matthew Friedman
Ryan Jaffe
Matthew Kantin
Avery Krasnow
Iris Levine
Lincoln Luzar
Becky Maly
Chase Mandell
Halle Morris

Gabe Perla
Harrison Rich
Audra Rosenthal
Brady Safenovitz
Yoav Saggi
Drew Schnee
Ben Shafron
Eli Shall
Alex Shupp
Amanda Silverberg
Braelyn Singer
Brooke Singer
Ziv Solomon
Eliana Sosin
Elana Spiegel
Ann Stallsmith
Dylan Sussman
Rachel Weisman
Samantha 

Wittenberg
Irene Young
Matthew Young
Zoe Zilbert
Micha Zimmerman
Noah Zimmerman

Be in touch!
Fall, Winter & Spring: 
26001 South Woodland Rd. 
Beachwood, OH  44122

216.593.6250

Summer: 
13164 Taylor Wells Rd. 
Chardon, OH  44024

216.593.6250

www.campwise.org

wisekids@mandeljcc.org

KEEP US IN THE LOOP!
• Weddings    • Births   • B’nei Mitzvot    • Moves    • Jobs    • Other life events!

To Share your life events in the “Wise Times” e-mail: wisekids@mandeljcc.org



We love our  
CW volunteers
Todah rabah to our wonderful camp 
families who donate their time to camp 
each summer. Our volunteer doctors 
helped to keep camp healthy and 
happy, and our host families showed 
our international staff warm Cleveland 
hospitality on their days off. If either 
of these opportunities sounds like 
something you’d like to try in 2015, 
please let us know! 

Doctors

Stacey Ehrenberg Buchner
Rita Cydulka
Doug Kohler
Nora Singer
Scott Singer
Chris Young
Rob Zimmerman

Host Families
Cindy Datzman
Jennifer & Jonathan Drasner
LeAnne & Michael Eisner
Anne & Scott Flamm
Tara & Mark Howard
Bonnie Gordon 
Lisa & Michael Kaufman
Emily Lebowitz & Charles Miller
Eliana LeVine & Josh Polster
Michele & Matthew Levy
Aimee & Steve Lurie
Robin & Bill McCann
Cyndi & Rob Port
Jennie Post & Ben Becker
Ronit & Steven Roth
Cathy & Romi Sebo
Debbie & Greg Shaw
Deb & Scott Singer
Shani & Scott Spiegle
Peggy & David Sugerman
Edie Ungar-Shafron & Steve Shafron
Debbie & Jim Weisman
Lynne & David Yulish
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The last night of each session, on CW night, we recognize staff and campers who have 
been at camp for 5,7,10 and 13 years. Five years are recognized with a 5-year bag, 7 years 
earns you a cool 7-year shirt, after 10 years you receive a sacred Camp Wise Crazy Creek 
Chair, and 13-year staff are honored with a giant CW sweatshirt blanket.  Mazel tov to our 
2014 10 and 13 year campers and staff:

A Milestone Summer

This year we’ve decided to open our famous winter camps to EVERYONE! This is the perfect time to invite  
friends who have never been to camp before, and let them see what the “Camp Wise Magic” is really about!

If summer can’t come soon enough,  
come join us for…

Benjamin Africk Bess Brown Brian Chessin Hannah Frayman

Jacob Gardner Kyle Gersman Alex Goodman Jordan KulbarshJacob Gardner Kyle Gersman Jordan Kulbarsh

Becky Lord Zachary Marlin Rachel Rinehardt Mallory Schweiger

Halle Siegel Andrew Mann (13) Matthew   
Newman (13)

Benjamin 
Stallsmith (13)

Halle Siegel Andrew Mann (13) Benjamin

mark your calendar for 2015! 

The Fifth Annual:  
Ohalim Winter 
Wonderland!
All current 5th and 6th graders are invited to take a magical trip 
to camp this winter! If you have never spent a summer at camp 
or if you come back to camp every year this is the perfect time to 
check out this special place for two days of winter fun. Come enjoy 
awesome snow activities like sledding, snowman building, and 
winter obstacle courses. We even have gaga and battle ball in the 
snow! And when we get cold we’ll head inside to hang by the fire 
in the Chadar, enjoy some awesome meals, and spend a warm 
and cozy night at camp! All of our buildings are heated, and we 
are ready to have an action-packed two-day wonderland! Can’t 
wait to see you there!

Sunday, January 18, 11:30 am to Monday, January 19, 5 pm

Cost: $95.00

Busses leave from the Mandel JCC.

Registration opens Monday, December 15.

Visit CampWise.org or call (216) 593-6250 for more details. The third annual: 
A Mid-Winter’s 
Noar Dream
All current 7th and 8th Graders are invited to join us for a night 
at camp and a day on the slopes tubing!  It makes no difference 
if you have never spent a summer at camp, or if camp is your 
second home—this is the perfect President’s day weekend 
event for you!  We’ll head out to camp; enjoy dinner, some 
fun and games, and late-night hang outs! The next morning 
we’ll sleep-in, grab some brunch and then head to one of our 
local ski hills for an afternoon filled with tubing, laughing, and 
outdoor fun!  It’s going to be epic—we’ll see you there!

Sunday, February 15, 4:00 pm to Monday, February 16, 5 pm

Cost: $100.00

Busses leave from the Mandel JCC.

Registration opens Monday, January 12.

Visit CampWise.org or call (216) 593-6250 for more 
information.

The rare opportunity for Ohalim campers to enjoy Camp 
Wise in the snow

The rare opportunity for Ohalim campers to enjoy Camp 
Wise in the snow

Noar girls (clockwise from left to right): Greta Bauer, Irene 

Young, Gina Foster, Jenna Cahn, and Gilda Chestney 

enjoy their Camp Wise hats and a ride down the hill at 

Alpine Valley

Noar girls (clockwise from left to right): Greta Bauer, Irene 

Young, Gina Foster, Jenna Cahn, and Gilda Chestney 

enjoy their Camp Wise hats and a ride down the hill at 

Jan 18-19 Ohalim Winter Wonderland

Feb 1 Last day for all camp fees to be refunded

Feb 15-16 A Mid-Winter’s Noar Dream

March 1  All camp fees must be paid 
Last day for camp fees to be refunded  
less deposit

April 30 New Family Night

May 31 Camp Open House

June 14 Session I begins,  
Rishon I begins

June 26 Rishon I ends

June 28 Rishon II begins

July 10 Session I ends 
Rishon II ends

July 12  Session II begins 
Rishon III begins

July 22 Rishon III ends 
Rishon IV begins

Aug 2 Session II ends 
Rishon IV ends



Camp Wise 2013 Staff light the 
Menorah and the “Menurkey” at the 
2013 Cleveland Camper Reunion.  
Lighting: Mallory Schwiger and Cory 
Roth. Background (left to right): Matt 
Krantz, Brian Chessin, Andrew Zoss, 
Reuben Don, Julia Winkler, Kyle 
Gersman, Samantha August, and 
Adam Bloom. 

Mandel Jewish Community Center of Cleveland
26001 South Woodland Road • Beachwood,Ohio 44122

Inside this issue
Summer Highlights
The Power of Choice
2014 Staff Scholarship Winners
Alumni Camp Review
Notes from the CW Community 
Important Dates for 2015
Camp in the Winter 

Happy Chanukah
from Camp Wise!

Menorah and the “Menurkey” at the 

Roth. Background (left to right): Matt 

Camp Wise!




